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Synopsis

Calibration & Measuring Tsys

Hazards for Single-dish I - Atmosphere 

Single-Dish Data processing
- Single dish vs interferometer

Observing strategy overview.
-  position switching
- OTF/Raster mapping
-  Frequency switching & Nutation

Hazards for Single-dish II - Standing waves



Nomenclature

“Single dish (SD)”
“auto-correlation” data. 
Note that All telescopes in the ALMA array can operate as a single dish. 
CASA-SD operates on Single Dish data, not interferometric data.

“Total power (TP) array”
the 4 x 12m ALMA dishes, dedicated to collecting “zero spacings” data for 
ALMA. Cross-correlated for (some) calibrations, auto-correlated for data 
collection.

“7m array”
the 12x7m cross-correlated dishes.

“ACA”
ALMA Compact Array, including the 7 m array and the TP array



a) “long-term effects” 
- all-sky pointing (incomplete)
- focus models (incomplete)
- surface quality (in progress)
- beam shape (in progress)

b) “short-term effects”  - to be done “on the day”
- Tsys and bandpass
- Amp/Flux 
- Offset pointing
- WVR Corrections (?)

Calibration...

From ALMA technical handbook pp75 - 78



Single dish calibration

Tonsrc
Tsys

≡
Vsky −Voff
Voff

The ratio of Tonsrc and Tsys 
can be estimated with:

Clearly, characterizing Tsys is critical.

Tsys is nominally the sky of no 
interest, and can be measured: Toff

Tonsrc is nominally the sky + source of 
interest, and can be measured: Ton 

“ON”“OFF”

references in coming slides......



Single dish calibration

Starting from the measured properties & a single ambient load 
(ignoring upper and lower sideband for now..)

  

Vsky = g ηl Jsky + 1−ηl( )Jloss( )+TRX
VL = gJL +TRX

Jsky includes contributions from atmosphere, CMB, 
any other sources in the beam, backscatter, etc. 

  
Jsky = 1−e−τ( )JM + e−τJBG

  

ΔVsrc ≡Vsrc−Vsky = gηlη f e
−τTsrc

ΔVcal ≡VL−Vsky = g JL−ηl Jsky− 1−ηl( )Jstray⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

Vsky = observation of sky
VL= observation of single load (covering feed)
TRX=Receiver noise-temp.
Jsky = R-J - equivalent sky temp
Jstray = R-J - equivalent stray power in to rec.
JL = R-J ambient load (single load)
τ = atmospheric opacity
ηl = beam efficiency
g = gain (weighted, from both sidebands)
JM=atmosphere temp
JCMB, JBG , Jsp =CMB, background src 

& spillover temp
With a source with brightness temp Tsrc in the 
beam, V increases by ∆Vsrc :

  
Tsrc =

ΔVsrc
gηlη f e

−τ (=TA
*)So that:

“Single-load” calibration



Single dish calibration

And defining Tc with:

  
Tsrc =

ΔVsrc
gηlη f e

−τ (=TA
*)So that:

 

TA
*

Tc
≡
ΔVsrc
ΔVcal   

Tc =
ΔVcal
gηle

−τ

  
Tc = JM − JBG +

eτ

ηl
JL−ηl JM − 1−ηl( )Jstray⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

looking at Tc in detail:

Tc is only weakly dependent on tau (for low tau and high ηl). 
For simplicity: we can model tau, and compute Tc from measurements, with:

  
Tc =

ΔVcal
gηle

−τ

Using a single-load calibration source has the advantage of being only weakly-
dependent on Tau - i.e. on atmosphere, but it’s unable to provide the %1 accuracy 
(νsky<300 GHz; ∆σ<3% for νsky>300 ) at v >~300 GHz demanded by ASAC!

ηl=0.7
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Single dish calibration

  
Tc =

(1+ g)
ηle
−τ JL2− JL1( )

ηl=0.7

Frac. change in τ

Fr
ac

. c
ha
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in
 T

c

~0.6

more accurate (since two loads are measured), but much more dependent on tau

Best (and actual) method: use two loads and pretend it’s one.

 VL1 = gJL1 +TRX

 VL2 = gJL2 +TRX

τ=0.1

τ=0.9

“Dual-load” calibration



finding Tsys with ALMA
The Amplitude Calibration Device

- Hot load (353 ± 1.0 K; coupling loss: -56 dB)
- ambient load ± 0.3 K; coupling loss: -60 dB)
- solar filter
- addition/removal of load ~2 sec
- Located in receiver cabin (not subref.)
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finding Tsys with ALMA

 VL1 = gJL1 +TRX

  VL = gJL2 +TRX ≡αVL1 + 1−α( )VL2

Using the “alpha method”, 
Define VL so that:

  
Tc = JM − JBG +

eτ

ηl
JL−ηl JM − 1−ηl( )Jstray⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

Calculate an α such that 
Tc is independent of tau

  JL = ηl JM − 1−ηl( )Jstray

 VL2 = gJL2 +TRX

For measured output of loads L1 & L2

  JL =αJL1 + 1−α( )JL2i.e.

i.e. so that

  
α=
ηl JM − 1−ηl( )Jstray− JL2

JL1− JL2( )

-Ulich & Haas, 1976Ap,JSS, 30, 247. 
-S. Guilloteau “amplitude calibration” ver 1.0  2002
-ALMA memos 321,371,372,434,422,461,505

-Unpublished ALMA memo: Robert Lucas, 2005
-PdBI mm astro summer school notes  (Dutrey, Dutrey & Neri; Guélin) 
-Arecibo single-dish summer school notes (O’Neil)
-ALMA Technical handbook pp 29-31

Further reading on one & two load calibration:

  Tcal = JMs− JBGs + geτs−τi JMi− JBGi( )
Generalizing Tcal for double-sideband:

τi/s = atmospheric opacity at image and signal bands 
           (i.e. upper, lower) bands, calculated from WVR data.
gi/s= gain of image and signal bands: g=gi/gs JM = gsJMs + giJMi

 JSP = gsJSPs + giJSPi
Required and measurable parameters are now gi/s, and ηl and Tcal is now 
only dependent on the difference in tau of the upper & lower sidebands.
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Vsky = g ηl Jsky + 1−ηl( )Jloss( )+TRX

During normal TP operations, 
sky contribution is significant.

  
Jsky = 1−e−τ( )JM + e−τJBG

Attenuation of source signal & 
contribution from sky: via O2, H2O

More on this later...

Temporal characteristics of atmosphere are inhomogenous, dynamic & noisy.

Removal of the atmosphere component  is critical for calibration of single-dish  
we have to measure atmosphere, i.e. a source-free sightline. But... 



Single-dish hazards I

Further reading on Atmosphere:
ALMA memo #137,363,500,542

Dτ(d) is the atmosphere (opacity) structure 
function, at on-off separation : d

Of course, we wish to minimise ∆TB - by minimising t, (or d or v)

For a screen of tau moving at velocity v m/s, with reference observations every t 
seconds,  ∆TB  is introduced by: 

   
ΔTB Tsky Dτ v


t+d


( )

d

Turbulent “screen”
with velocity v

“ON” “OFF”

We can minimise v by dynamic scheduling.
d and t can be minimisd by rapid switching, fast slewing, etc.



position switching

ALMA methods for referencing observations.

Raster-mapping
(& fast mapping - TBC)

Art Symmes, NRAO

frequency switching - TBC Beam switching (nutator) - TBC

Data-taking: strategy



loop ~X min

Data-taking: strategy

pointing 
calibration 

(TP array in 
X-corr mode)

Observations 
of hot/
ambient 

loads 
calculate Tsys

Observing 
pattern:

PSW,FSW,
BSW, RASTR

loop ~60 min

loop ~5 min

ON src

OFF src
loop ~>0.1 sec

Freq 1

Freq 2

loop ~<1 min

ON src

Map
loop ~0.2 s

ON src

Nutate

PSW FSW - TBC

RASTR BSW(NUT) - TBC.

Optional:
Observations of a 
“standard” source



Position switching

Assuming a “frozen” & unmoving tau distribution, source-less reference observations 
(“off”) can remove the atmosphere contribution. 

These introduce noise by:

i.e. screen velocity dominates noise contribution, but noise term is much higher, since 
t is much larger.

   ΔTB Tsky Dτ vt( )

Noise contribution from 
beam-switched obs. 
Low cadence, high duty 
cycle = higher noise.
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Raster & fast slew.

Fast slewing - TBC. Atmosphere 
fluctuations are ~frozen. so  noise goes as:    ΔTB Tsky Dτ d( )

Scanning pattern:

1 or 2 traverses, interspersed with 
“off” measurements

Spec: max scanning rate: 30 arcmin/second
 @ 100 GHz (B3), slew rate is 15” per integration interval = 5 ms
 @ 600 GHz (B9), slew rate is 9” per integration interval = 1.2 ms
Presently ALMA single dish cannot operate at these speeds, processing bottleneck in correlator processing. 
Current slew rates are about 60 sec to complete a scan of a few beams across.

i.e. fast -switching: opacity screen 
moves much slower that time 
taken between on/offs
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Freq. switching-TBC
Specifications:
<10Hz rate (< 10 msec rise & fall time. Frequency throw < 25 MHz sky frequency

See: ALMA technical handbook, pp99

FLOOG (first local oscillator 
offset generator) - into LO1

Implementation planned for cycle 2?



Nutation-TBC
The four TP antennas will have sub-reflectors equipped with  nutators “wobbling” 
around “Y” axis. i.e. approximately parallel to azimuth axis 

Max wobble-rate ~10.4 Hz (set by 98ms pulse rate).
beam throw distance dept. on obs. freq.  - some coupling to thermal noise
enables “double” beam switching - and OFF either side of the SRC.
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Nutation-TBC

Atmos. + System Noise from at JCMT.

Further reading on Nutators:
 https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/bin/view/ALMA/AlmaNutatorSpecs
ALMA memo #246,300,500
Holdaway et al, 1995

ALMA memo #500

  

σA =
α(ν)
mK

µm

⎛
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Dominant contribution from fluctuating 
atmosphere at frequencies slower than ~4-5 Hz

σA = atmosphere noise 
σw = atmosphere path-length variations
α(ν)=water emission per path-length.
∆l = subtended beam at fluctuating
        layer

  Δl = θh( )2 + VΔt( )2

for: D = 12m, σw = 150 , α(ν)= 6 (at 
350 GHz), θ=1’, h=2000m, V=10m/s, 
Δt=2 sec.

σA=177mK

 Δt=0.2 sec σA=7.5mK

θ=beamsize (rads) 
h=height to fluctuating layer
V=velocity of wind speed of layer
Δt=switching rate
D = dish sizeNB: over 300m baseline: See ALMA 

memo #300, Holdaway et al, 1995)



Single-dish hazards II
Standing waves
Causes:
A resonating cavity (usually not strong in x-correlations): 

Main-dish + Subreflector (time variable), Metal structure in antenna beam 
Impedance mismatch in transmission lines.
...or reflection off the weather membrane...

Treatment
Modify Observations 

“Leapfrog”,“double position switching” (c/w) operations @ Arecibo)
modulation of subreflector/receiver position

Modify data products
Fourier filtering, Polynomial removal

Modify telescope surface characteristics
“Fractal” scattering/absorbing surface, Subreflector geometry 

(discontinuity or absorber surface , scattering cone )

See: CSV ticket 1152

Further reading on Standing waves:
ALMA memos #457,574,545 

“Membrane reflections”. R. Hills, TOP-08
tickets: CSV-1152, CAR-91, TOP-81, AIV-4754

Document ANTD-34.00.00.00-008-A-DWG



CASA & Single dish vs int. 

Basic workflow - Interferometer
Import 
files*

Examine 
data.

Plot & Flag

Create 
Bandpass 

phase 
correction
to BP cal.

split apart 
target/cal 

data

Calc & 
apply Gain 

& Phase 
correction.

1o +2o

Apply 
flux 

scaling
to 1o

Transfer 
flux 

scaling
to 2o

Apply cals 
to 2o and 

target data

Examine 
data.

Plot & Flag

Examine 
data.

Plot & Flag

Examine 
data.

Plot & Flag

Clean/
invert/
restore

continuum

Clean/
invert/
restore

Datacube

Apply 
WVR  and 
Tsys data

Stage I Stage II Stage III

Data check 
stepsGenerate 

summary 
& 

Examine 
data 

sanity

* Presently requires intermediary 
steps, under development



CASA & Single dish 

1.
Import 
files*

4.
Generate 
summary

Examine 
spectra

6.
Calibrate

7.
Extract 

Total power

8.
Remove 
baseline

10.
Generate 
image*

10.
Generate 

cube*

* Presently requires intermediary 
steps, under development

Optimise 
baseline

2.  Workaround for mismatched behavior

1. Import data (ASDM->MS)

3. Import data (MS->Scantable) + antenna selection

5. Exclude WVR data

7. Save total power data

8. Baseline subtraction

9. Data conversion (Scantable->MS)

6. Calibration

10. Imaging

4. Summarize data

Current workflow - Single dish
Stage I Stage II Stage III

Data check 
steps

Convert 
formats, 

apply Tsys



CASA & Single dish vs int. 

Stage I: 
Import & Pre-processing (Cy 0 only)

-apply WVR data, Tsys, etc.

Stage II: Calibration, flagging, etc.
- flagging & Bandpass cal & flagging
- flagging & phase cal & flagging
- Transfer cals to data

Stage III: Cube/image generation
- Split out science data & averaging.
- Invert/clean/restore

Interferometry 

Stage III: Cube/image generation
- Split out science data
- grid

Stage II: Calibration.
- Bandpass removal & Calibration
- averaging, baseline removal

Single Dish
Stage I: 
Import & Pre-processing (Cy 0 only)

-remove WVR data, apply Tsys, etc.



CASA & Single dish vs int. 

1.flagging & Bandpass cal & flagging
2.flagging & phase cal & flagging
3.Transfer cals to data

Stage II Interferometry 
1.Averaging, Bandpass corrn & Calibration
2.Baseline removal

Stage II Single Dish

Iterative & careful flagging necessary.
- Correlated transients can have a strong 

effect on image quality.
- Phase decorrelation must be corrected. 

Flagging is less critical.
- fast transients more easily averaged out.
- Phase decorrelation is unimportant.

Calibrations applied in one stepCalibrations applied in multiple steps
- Processing order of calibrators matters

“Baseline” (i.e. slow frequency variation) 
correction to be calculated as last step.

“Baseline” (i.e. slow frequency variation) 
correction to be calculated as last step.

SDcal does the entire of stage II.



CASA & Single dish vs int. 

1.Split out science data & averaging.
2.Invert/clean/restore

1.Split out averaged science data
2.grid data (more averaging)

Stage III Interferometry Stage III Single Dish

Split out total power, or line from dataset.
- single step process

Split out total power, or line from dataset.
- single step process

Invert visibilities & clean/MEM/etc..
- inversion of visibilities into image/cube
- CLEAN, or MEM cleaning.
- restoration of components & residuals
- CASA completes these in two steps.

Gridding..
- Algorithm weights & adds data
- resulting cube/image convolved with 

beam
- SDimaging completes these in one step.

Further “Baselining” possible, in the 
image domain.

Further “Baselining” possible, in the 
image domain.


